The aim of this paper is to find out a correspondence between one-loop effective action W E defined by means of path integral in Euclidean gravity and the free energy F obtained by summation over the modes. The analysis is given for quantum fields on stationary space-times of a general form. For such problems a convenient procedure of a "Wick rotation" from Euclidean to Lorentzian theory becomes quite non-trivial implying transition from one real section of a complexified space-time manifold to another. We formulate conditions under which F and W E can be connected and establish an explicit relation of these functionals. Our results are based on the Kaluza-Klein method which enables one to reduce the problem on a stationary space-time to equivalent problem on a static space-time in the presence of a gauge connection. As a by-product, we discover relation between the asymptotic heat-kernel coefficients of elliptic operators on a D dimensional stationary spacetimes and the heat-kernel coefficients of a D − 1 dimensional elliptic operators with an Abelian gauge connection. O4.62.+v, 03.65.Pm, 04.70.Dy 
Formulation of the problem
It is a well-known fact that it is easier to work with a quantum theory on Euclidean spacetimes than on the Lorentzian ones. Going to Euclidean signature improves convergence of functional integrals. This is why Euclidean methods play an important role in quantum field theory and especially in quantum gravity including quantum cosmology. Another application of Euclidean methods is a finite-temperature quantum field theory where the Euclidean effective action can be interpreted as a free-energy of the quantum system with inverse temperature related to period β of the Euclidean time. In case of black holes this analogue with a finite-temperature theory appears already at the tree level. As has been first shown by Gibbons and Hawking [1] , the classical Euclidean action can be used to infer all thermodynamical properties of a black hole. Thus, one may hope that extending the Gibbons-Hawking approach beyond the tree level approximation is a correct covariant way how to define and describe canonical ensembles in quantum gravity.
The finite-temperature interpretation of the Euclidean theory is transparent when the background space-time is static. In this case the free energy of a canonical ensemble of a Bose field at the temperature β where σ l ≡ (2πl)/β. The ζ-function method provides regularization of the action. The relation between (1.1) and (1.2) can be found by using the identity (see, e.g., [3] ) It can be proven that (see, e.g., [4] )
where E 0 corresponds to the energy of vacuum fluctuations. This simple relation becomes much more involved when the space-time is stationary. While it does not look difficult to construct the Euclidean version of a stationary spacetime, one should also find the corresponding transformation of quantum quantities under the "Wick rotation", what is not trivial in this case.
Any stationary metric can be written in the form
where indexes j, k run from 1 to 3 for four-dimensional space-time, or from 1 to D − 1 for D-dimensional theory. The components of the metric (1.7) depend on spatial coordinates x k only. The reference frame corresponding to (1.7) is characterized by the acceleration w µ and the rotation Ω with respect to a local Lorentz frame To see what is the difficulty let us suppose that an observer whose velocity is parallel to the Killing vector ∂/∂t sees a thermal bath of quanta e −iωt φ ω (x) at a certain temperature
. Such an equilibrium quantum state is described by a canonical free energy (1.1). To make a "Wick rotation" to Euclidean theory one cannot just replace t in (1.7) by an imaginary time but should also change the component of the metric g ti . More precisely, one has to consider (1.7) as a real section of a complexified manifold M c and define Euclidean theory on another real section of M c 1 . Thus, the "Wick rotation"
becomes a non-trivial procedure which implies analytical continuation of the metric. For example, for a rotating black hole components of metric (1.7) depend on an additional parameter J, the angular momentum of the black hole, and going to Euclidean theory requires analytical continuation to imaginary values of J [1] . For quantum fields, it means that one has to consider completely different spectra ω of single-particle states in Euclidean and Lorentian theories. In general, there may be several parameters like J and we will denote them by a collective symbol J. We will assume that the Euclidean section corresponding to (1.7) has the metric ds
which is obtained from (1.7) by replacement t = −iτ and analytical continuation of the components to imaginary values of J
Let us denote such Euclidean manifold with metric (1.9) by M E and assume that τ is a periodic coordinate with period β. The Euclidean effective action W E (β, J) can be defined by a path integral of the corresponding theory on M E . For free fields or in one-loop approximation it reduces to determinants of Euclidean wave operators. In what follows we consider a regularized action defined as
where Λ are eigen-values of the corresponding wave operators on M E ; is a dimensional parameter related to regularization. Functional (1.11) does not have an immediate physical meaning. To make the relation to the physical space-time one has to analytically continue (1.11) back to some real values of J (these values are to be in an interval corresponding to the rotation with the velocity smaller than the velocity of light). This results in a new functionalW
This functional divided by β is also frequently interpreted as a free energy of a quantum field. Thus, the Euclidean method includes the three steps: definition of the Euclidean section M E , computation of the Euclidean action W E (β, J) on M E , and inverse "Wick
The problem which is studied in the present paper is the relation between the oneloop effective actionW E (β, J) and the canonical free energy F (β, J) defined by (1.1) on a stationary space-time. The motivation for this study is simple. Relation (1.4) cannot be directly used for stationary metrics and we want to understand how, in this case, the Euclidean method reproduces the summation over the modes ω.
Our analysis will be based on a new approach to quantum effects in case of nonvanishing rotation. Its idea, which was suggested in [5] and elaborated in [6] , is to reduce computations on a stationary space-time to a fiducial problem on a static space-time but in the presence of a fiducial (Abelian) gauge connection a k dx k . The transition from one problem to another and appearance of the gauge field are analogous to the reduction in the Kaluza-Klein theory. That is why the method is called Kaluza-Klein method (KKmethod for simplicity). This method is most suitable for our purpose because we want to make computations similar to the static case where the relation between Euclidean and canonical approaches is well established. This also has another use. We rederive with the help of the Euclidean approach some results found in [6] and, hence, give an independent check of the KK-method itself. We also present a number of new results. One of them is a zeta-function definition of the vacuum energy of a field on a stationary space-time.
The other result is a Kaluza-Klein reduction formula for the coefficients of the asymptotic heat kernel expansion. The formula relates heat-kernel coefficients of elliptic second order operators on a D dimensional stationary space-time to heat kernel coefficients of elliptic operators on a D − 1 dimensional space-time with a gauge connection.
The plan of the paper is as follows. In the next Section we describe the KK method in Lorentzian and Euclidean theories. In Section 3 we formulate conditions which enable one to make a "Wick rotation" and relateW E and F on an arbitrary stationary spacetime. We prove that under these conditions the relation between both functionals has the same form as (1.6). To support our analysis in Section 4 we re-derive by methods of the Euclidean theory high temperature asymptotics previously found in [6] . Section 5 is devoted to new results. Here we discuss the vacuum energy and Kaluza-Klein reduction formulas for heat-kernel coefficients. Section 7 contains summary and discussion of the results. In Appendix we demonstrate explicitly how the reduction formulas work for first heat-kernel coefficients.
The KK method
Let us first remind results of [6] . Consider a wave equation for a free scalar field
We choose a Killing reference frame where metric is given by (1.7). We are interested in solutions of (2.1) which describe single-particle states with a certain energy ω with respect to time t. These solutions have the following form e −iωt φ ω (x) where φ ω (x) are solutions
In the Killing frame (1.7) the wave operator can be represented as
where
It is easy to see now that the wave operator (2.2) can be written in another form as
3)
where a µ dx µ = a i dx i . The covariant derivatives∇ µ are defined on some static space-timẽ M with the metric
This metric is obtained from (1.7) by imposing condition a i = 0.M and a µ are called the fiducial space-time and the fiducial gauge potential, respectively. Following to [6] we can introduce a scalar field φ (λ) onM as a solution to equation
and consider a single-particle excitation φ
ω with a physical single-particle excitation with the energy ω, i.e. with a solution to (2.1). This enables one to go from a problem on the stationary space-time M to a problem on the fiducial static backgroundM and in an external gauge potential a µ . Equation (2.6) reduces to the eigen-value problem
where H(λ) has the meaning of a relativistic single-particle Hamiltonian for the field φ
If we consider a system with a continuous spectrum definition (1.1) of the free energy becomes
Here µ is the mass gap and Φ(ω)dω is the number of normalized solutions e −iωt φ ω (x) of equation (2.1) in the interval of energies (ω, ω +dω). We assume that Φ(ω) is a regularized quantity. This regularization can be introduced by cutting off the integrations over the space, which is equivalent to restricting the size of the system. Suppose that Φ(ω; λ) is the properly regularized density of energy levels ω of the corresponding fiducial problem (2.6). From mathematical point of view Φ(ω; λ) is the spectral measure of the operator (2.7) so that one can write
The trace of H 2 (λ) has to be understood in the above sense, as a regularized quantity.
The physical density of levels has been found in [6] . It is given by the relation
where Ψ(ω; λ) is defined as
One can prove that the latter relation is equivalent to
It should be noted that Φ(ω) does not coincide with Φ(ω; ω), as one could naively expect. The distinction of these two quantities is in different forms of the inner products in the physical and fiducial problems, see [6] for the details.
The idea behind the KK method is to compute the fiducial density Φ(ω; λ) by using the heat kernel of the operator H 2 (λ) and then get the physical density Φ(ω) with the help of (2.10)-(2.12).
Let us consider the Euclidean formulation of the corresponding problem. We are interested now in functional (1.11) on Euclidean manifold (1.9) where τ is a periodic coordinate with period β. The ζ-function (1.12) is determined by the eigen-values of the Euclidean wave operator on
Because of the isometry of the background manifold φ Λ in (2.13) are eigen-vectors of the
where σ l = (2πl)/β, l = 0, ±1, ±2, .... For these modes (2.13) takes the form
Here the metric and the connections correspond to a fiducial static Euclidean space-timẽ
Thus, the Euclidean problem on a stationary background also can be reformulated as a theory on a static background in the presence of a fiducial gauge connection. The distinction from the Lorentzian theory is that the fiducial charges σ l are quantized because the Euclidean time coordinate τ is compact.
Without loss of generality we can suppose thatB = 1 in (2.16). One can always use conformal transformation to bring the metric to this form. The result of this transformation is an anomalous addition to the Euclidean action. This addition is proportional to β [7] and changes only the vacuum energyȆ 0 (see Section 5 below). IfB = 1 the eigen-value problem can be written as
is obtained from H 2 (λ) under analytical continuation (1.10) of the metric and replacement λ by iσ l . Given the solution of the eigen-value problem
the solution of (2.13) can be represented as
Let us denoteΦ(ω; σ l ) the (regularized) spectral density ofH 2 (σ l ). Then the Euclidean effective action can be written as (see (1.11), (1.12))
Here we assume thatH 2 (σ l ) have a positive mass gap µ which does not depend on σ l .
Although (1.12), (2.22) make sense when Re ν > D/2 − 1 one can consider analytical continuation to show that ζ(ν|β) is a meromorphic function of ν with simple poles on the real axis (see, e.g., [8] ). In particular, this function is regular near ν = 0 so that one can use (2.21). Definitions (2.8), (2.10), (2.12) and (2.21), (2.22) will be our starting point.
Euclidean action and free energy
We start with definition of the Euclidean action, Eqs. (2.21) and (2.22). The ζ-function can be rewritten by using the Cauchy theorem as
where the contour C consists of two parallel lines, C + and C − , in the complex plane.
Here is a small positive parameter such that < µ. We consider (3.1) at Re ν > D/2 − 1 and assume that D ≥ 2. The sum over σ l in (3.1) can be performed
Note that the spectral densityΦ(ω; z) is an even function of the "charge" z. Hence integrations over C + and C − in (3.2) coincide and one can write (3.2) as a twice of the integral over C + . To proceed let us use the identity
which enables one to write
Function (3.5) represents purely thermal part which vanishes at the zero temperatue because of small positive imaginary part of z in e iβz . It means that the only quantity responsible for the vacuum energy is ζ 0 (ν). Let us now deform C + in (3.5) so that to make the integrand exponentially small at large z due to the factor e iβz 3 . After that we can integrate by parts to get
We can then integrate the first term in the square brackets in the r.h.s. of (3.6) by parts over ω and get 
10)
where ζ T (ν|β) and ζ 0 (ν) are given by (3.7), (3.4), respectively. The quantityȆ 0 which corresponds to the vacuum energy will be discussed in Section 5. We focus onF (β). To compute it let us note that ζ T (ν|β) has a form ζ(ν|β) = νf (ν|β), see (3.7). To find f (ν|β) at ν = 0 we make our first assumption.
Assumption 1.
For any ω densityΨ(ω, z) can be analytically continued to complex z and is an entire function of z in the upper half of the complex plane.
Let us add to the contour C + a large semicircle lying in the upper half of the complex plane and make a closed contour. Because of the exponent e iβz in the logarithm in (3.7) the integration over the semicircle vanishes when its radius goes to infinity. Our assumption 3 The following arguments show that the spectral densityΦ(ω; z) itself cannot increase at large z and so the presence of factor e iβz is enough to ensure convergence of (3.5). Indeed, the parameter z is a "charge" of a particle described by the "Hamiltonian"H(z). The generalized momentum of such particle is p i = i(∇ i + izȃ i ) and |p i | is large at large z. From the point of view of quantum mechanics,Φ(ω; z)dω is the probability for a particle to have an energy in the interval (ω, ω + dω). This probability should be small when ω is finite while the momentum is arbitrary large.
guarantees
Functional (3.12) has a form of the free energy of a system with the density of levels (3.13). Similarity ofΦ(ω) and the physical density of levels Φ(ω) defined by (2.10), (2.12) is obvious. We now restrict ourselves by problems where transition from Euclidean M E to Lorentzian space-time M is determined by analytical continuation of a set of parameters J of the metric, as was discussed in Introduction. We also make a second assumption Assumption 2. The densityΨ(ω; λ), as a function of parameters J, can be analytically continued to complex J in such a way that the following equality holds truȇ Ψ(ω; iλ| − iJ) = Ψ(ω; λ|J) (3.14)
for J and λ real.
In fact, condition (3.14) determines a "Wick rotation" in a quantum theory on a stationary gravitational background. It implies that spectra ofH 2 (λ) and H 2 (λ) are related by the analytical continuation. Given equations (3.12)-(3.14) one concludes thatΦ(ω) andF (β) coincide after the "Wick rotation" with the physical density of levels and the free energy, respectively,
This is the main result of this Section which extends the relation between statistical mechanics and Euclidean theory to the most general case of stationary gravitational fields. It should be noted, however, that it is not a full proof because (3.16) is based on the two assumptions about analytical properties of the spectral density of elliptic operators. Thus, one should check whether these assumptions are really fulfilled. We postpone this issue till the next Section. We conclude this Section with comments regarding the case when operatorsH
have discrete spectra. The ζ-function (2.22) of the Euclidean wave operator can be written as
where the sum is taken over all eigen-valuesω 2 (σ l ) ofH 2 (σ l ) (some eigen-values may coincide). By analogy with the Lorentzian theory let us consider a one-parameter family of operatorsH 2 (λ) such that at λ = σ l one gets operators used in definition (3.17). Denote their eigen-values byω 2 (λ). Let us make the following assumptions:
can be analytically continued in z to the upper complex plane where it is a meromorphic function with simple poles which lie strictly on the axis Re z = 0; 2) the "Wick rotation" to Lorentzian theory is determined by analytical continuation of a set of parametrs J in such a way that under this continuation eigen-values ofH 2 (λ) transform into eigen-values of the Lorentzian operator H 2 (λ), i.e.
These conditions are analogous to the two assumptions made in the case of continuous spectrum. We now replace the sum over σ l in (3.17) by the integration in the complex plane and decompose ζ(ν|β) into two parts, as in (3.3),
(To get (3.20) we have integrated by parts.) Analogously, as in (3.9) the Euclidean action can be divided onto the vacuum partȆ 0 and the thermal partF (β). The vacuum energy E 0 is determined by (3.11) with ζ 0 (ν) given by (3.19). The free energyF (β) is determined by (3.10). Function ζ T (ν|β) near ν = 0 can be evaluated by using Cauchy theorem and the condition about the poles. By taking into account that near a pole z
and in the upper complex plane z i =ω(iz i ) > 0 we get
Finally, the second assumption guarantees that after the "Wick rotation" (3.21) coincides with the physical free energy
where the sum is taken over all solutions of equation ω 2 (z) = z 2 .
Asymptotics
The relation between the free energy and the effective action proved in the previous Section is based on assumption about analytical properties of the spectral density. It is difficult to give a rigorous proof of (3.14) because the explicit form of Φ(ω; λ) is not known in general. Here we demonstrate that our assumption holds true at least asymptotically in the limit of high frequencies. In this limit the spectral density is a local functional of the background geometry whose form is determined by the asymptotic expansion of the heat-kernel of the operator H 2 (λ)
at small values of t. Here a n and b n are the standard heat kernel coefficients, n = 0, 1, 2, .... On manifolds without boundaries b n = 0. Coefficients a n (λ) and b n (λ) are even functions of λ because the theory is U(1) invariant and the heat coefficients are even functions of charges. The density of levels at high frequencies can be found from (4.1) by using the inverse Laplace transform. By neglecting the mass gap and treating D as a complex parameter to avoid infrared singularities one gets [6] 4 Φ(ω; λ) 2ω
In the Euclidean theory one has analogous formulas
The important property of (4.2) and (4.4) is that they are local functionals of geometrical characteristics of the background geometry. Thus, if M E and M are related by the "Wick rotation" the heat kernel coefficients are related by the analytical continuation
As a consequence, at large ω the densities coincide,Φ(ω, iλ| − iJ) = Φ(ω, iλ|J), and our second assumption (3.14) holds true. Note that a n (λ),ȃ n (λ) are polynomials of λ 2 a n (λ) =
where a 2m,n ,ȃ 2m,n are some coefficients (for discussion of (4.6) see [6] ). Equations (4.5) and (4.6) imply the relationȃ
Analogous relations can be found for coefficientsb n and b n . From (4.4), (4.6) one can also get the following expansion for the density (3.13)
where after some algebra one finds
To derive the last equalities in (4.9), (4.10) one has to use the properties of the Γ-function and also take into account thatȃ 2(n+1),2n+1 =b 2(n+1),2n+1 = 0, see definition (4.6). After the "Wick rotation" (4.8) coincides precisely with the asymptotic of the physical density of levels found in [6] . Let us consider now behaviour of the Euclidean action in the limit of high temperatures when the parameter β is small. We start with (2.21), (2.22) and replaceΦ(ω; σ l ) by its asymptotics (4.4). (For simplicity we also omit boundary terms b n .) If the mass gap is neglected the integration over ω can be easily done. After summation over σ l = 0, one finds
Here κ = 2π/β, ζ R (z) is the Riemann ζ-function andȃ 2m,n are defined by (4.6). In principle, one should also add to (4.11) the term with σ l = 0 which we will not discuss here. By using (2.21),(4.11) and properties of ζ R (z) one gets corresponding high-temperature expansion for the action
where, according to (4.9),c n =c n,ν=0 . It should be noted that one of the terms in this series has a pole at integer D. This corresponds to infrared singularities appearing if the mass gap is zero. The nice feature of (4.13) is that it is a local functional of the geometry and the "Wick rotation" from the Euclidean to Lorentzian geometry here is well defined. Equation (4.13) agrees completely with the high-temperature expansion of the canonical free energy found in [6] . Finally let us remark on an alternative derivation of (4.13). One can start with the following representation of (2.22)
and use asymptotic formula (4.3) for the trace. It enables one to integrate over t. Summation over σ l = 0 can be done if (4.6) is taken into account. As a result, one gets (4.11) for ζ(ν|β) and (4.13) for the action. This way to derive (4.11), (4.13) does not depend on whether the spectrum is continuous or discrete.
Vacuum energy and properties of zeta function
Let us return to the vacuum partȆ 0 of the Euclidean action, see (3.11) . In static spacetimes operatorsH 2 and H 2 do not depend on parameter λ and coincide. In this case one gets from (3.11), (3.4) (or (3.19))
ζ(z|O) is a generalized ζ-function of an operator O. Discussion of this definition of the vacuum energy and further references can be found in [8] .
In stationary space-times, according to (3.11), (3.4) (or (3.19)),
Let us show that after the "Wick rotation"Ȇ 0 agrees with the standard definition of the vacuum energy. To this aim we represent (3.4) in the form
We have introduced in (5.5) a small positive parameter to regularize the integral in the limit of ν vanishing. By integrating by parts and neglecting terms linear in we get
whereΨ(ω; z) is defined by (3.8) . The regularization enables us to replace C + by a closed contour in the upper half of complex plane and use the Cauchy theorem. According to our first assumption of Section 4, the poles in the integrand in (5.6) are determined only by zeros of the denominator. So we get
QuantityΦ(ω) is defined in (3.13) and corresponds to the physical spectral density. After the "Wick rotation" (5.7) turns into the physical vacuum energy with a certain cutoff 1/ in the range of high frequencies. Note that our consideration concerns the case whenB = 1 (the space-time is "ultrastationary"). ForB = 1 one can use a conformal transformation to reduce the metric to the ultrastationary form. The vacuum energy in this case acquires an additional term due to the conformal anomaly, see, e.g., [7] . Equations (5.3), (5.4) hold for discrete and continuous spectra and are an important consequence of our analysis. In principle, they enable one to compute the vacuum energy of fields in arbitrary stationary space-times by using the ζ-function method and, thus, have a number of applications. In the present paper we restrict the discussion by some mathematical aspects of the vacuum energy, namely by analytical properties of the ζ function (5.4). Let us remind that we started with the ζ function ζ( 8) where A n are the coefficients related to the asymptotic of the heat kernel
In what follows we put = 1 for simplicity. We will also assume that the space-time has no boundaries and hence n in (5.9) take only integer values.
The poles of the ζ function determine ultraviolet divergences of the Euclidean effective action. When one separates the action onto the vacuum partȆ 0 and the free energy the divergences appear inȆ 0 . The free energy has no divergences because of the exponential factor e −βω which ensures convergence of the integral at large ω. By using these arguments one concludes that the poles of ζ(ν|β) and βζ 0 (ν) coincide. To find the poles of ζ 0 (ν) we rewrite (5.4) as follows
Our assumption is that the poles of ζ 0 are related to the behaviour of the integral at small t. We will not present here a rigorous proof of this assumption but make a check of its consequences for some cases. By following to [8] we define the pole part ζ (p) 0 (ν) of ζ 0 (ν) by (5.10) with integration over t taken in the interval (0, 1). We then replace the trace of the heat kernel ofH 2 (x) by its asymptotic (4.3)
The integral exists at Re ν > (D − 1)/2. We can use now (4.6), integrate over x and then over t to get
The latter equation can be rewritten also as
By comparing poles of (5.8) and (5.13) we conclude that
For D odd this conclusion is true for all n while for D even only for 0 ≤ n ≤ D/2 − 1 because terms with other n do not result in poles. It is clear, however, that (5.14) should be universal for all D and all n because dimensionality does not appear in it explicitly. In some sense (5.14) can be considered as a Kaluza-Klein reduction formula for the heat kernel coefficients of an operator on a stationary D dimensional manifold. Relation (5.14) has an interesting and important consequence. By comparing it with (4.9) for even D and n = D/2 one finds that
Hence coefficientc D/2 which appears in the series (4.8), (4.13) turns out to be related to the conformal anomaly of the Euclidean theory
It is not difficult to check the validity of (5.14), (5.15) in some cases. Of course they true in static space-times and for n = 0 in general. Let us consider (5.14) for n = 0 on a D-dimensional stationary Euclidean background
Here τ is periodic with period β. We denote this space by M E . The D − 1-dimensional space B corresponding to operatorsH 2 (x) is determined by the metric
We denote the Riemann tensors on M E and B as R µνλρ andR µνλρ , respectively. Their relation is discussed in Appendix. Consider (5.14) for n = 1. By using (A.9) of Appendix one can find that in any dimension
On the other hand, according to (5.14)
By using heat kernel asymptotics in the external gauge field one finds
Hence, the right hand sides of (5.19) and (5.20) do coincide. Equation (5.14) can be also checked for n = 2. In this case it is more non-trivial because A 2 is quadratic in curvatures. The corresponding expression of the right hand side of (5.14) contains terms which are quadratic and linear in curvatures of B. It also includes second and forth powers of the Maxwell tensor of the fiducial gauge field. The fomulas become lengthy so we leave all the details for the Appendix.
Summary
The aim of this paper was to investigate the connection between Euclidean gravity and statistical mechanics at the one-loop order. We formulated two assumptions about analytical properties of the spectral density of the Euclidean single-particle Hamiltonians H(λ) which guarantee that the Euclidean one-loop effective action transforms under the "Wick rotation" to the statistical-mechanical free energy. We have then showed that our assumptions hold true at least at high frequencies which determine the high-temperature regime and ultraviolet properties of the theory.
The important feature of our work is that we posed the question about Euclidean gravity and thermodynamics in the most general and non-trivial situation, i.e., when the background gravitational field is stationary and when the "Wick rotation" implies complexification of the background metric. To our knowledge, in such a general context, this problem has not been approached earlier.
As was pointed out, our results can be considered as a consistency check of the KaluzaKlein method of [6] which enables one to deal with quantum effects in stationary gravitational fields. In Euclidean theory this method has its own advantages and gives new results. In particular, we have found ζ function representation, Eqs. (5.3), (5.4), for the average vacuum energy of a scalar field in a stationary background. Another new result is the Kaluza-Klein reduction formulas for the heat-kernel coefficients (Eq. (5.14)) and for conformal anomaly (Eqs. (5.15), (5.16)). These results can be used in applications, especially in the case when one is interested in quantum effects related to the rotation of the system with respect to the local Lorentz frame.
There are a number of problems for future research. First of all, we left aside perhaps the most difficult question about analytical properties ofΦ(ω, λ|J) andΨ(ω, λ|J) at finite frequencies where the theory becomes essentially non-local. We considered scalar fields, so fields with non-zero spins require additional analysis. Finally, we dealt with gravitational backgrounds only. In physical applications, like particles moving in colliders, one also has to allow external electro-magnetic fields. Inclusion of a background Abelian gauge field and real charges in our analysis would be an interesting problem.
A On KK reduction of
where i, j = 1, ..D − 1, and D − 1-dimensional space B with metric
The two metrics are related as follows g µν = h µν + u µ u ν . In the chosen coordinates (A.1) 
where R µνλρ is the Riemann tensor on M E , and
is the "Maxwell tensor". From (A.4) one also gets another equality
Let us denote curvatures of B with a bar. It is not difficult to show (see, e.g., [6] 
